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Project Overview:
Introduction
Collaborative Futures represents a
multidisciplinary journey rooted in Glasgow.
At the core of the project is an exploration
of social innovation and participatory
democracy in 2030.
In other words, we explore how citizens can
become more involved in decision-making
processes that will determine the future
of their city. Throughout this journey, we
investigate how citizens' collective and
individual needs can continue to be met
in innovative practical, cultural and social
terms.
As well as this, we examine the
transformative effects of story-telling and
the emergence of creative solutions as a way
of gaining a more meaningful understanding
of the complexities of life and services at a
city level.
Throughout this project we also explore how
a network of trust and care can be enabled,
co-created and sustained. We see these
networks of trust and care as the backbone
to participatory democracy and a catalyst
for social innovation.

" The importance of community spirit,
that is our extended family"
Expert, Collaborative Futures Engagement Session
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Collaborative Futures:
Community of Practice
This project centres on a partnership
between The Glasgow School of Art and
The Centre for Civic Innovation (CCI) at
Glasgow City Council, bringing together
a team of design professionals, students,
graduates and staff to collaborate over a
14 week period.
In contrast to a typical client-led
relationship, Collaborative Futures holds
true to its name and celebrates a dynamic
partnership where each member has equal
creative lease over the project outcomes.

1. CENTRE FOR CIVIC INNOVATION

1b. IN-HOUSE TEAM

2c. STUDENT TEAM

A multidisciplinary team of designers, data
analysts, strategists and storytellers. The
CCI's multidisciplinary approach supports
Glasgow City Council in developing new
ways to address city-wide challenges
through innovation and collaboration.

CCI's Chris Jamieson and Heather
Hamilton are embedded into the GSA
team, acting as a bridge between our
two organisations and helping define
the footing of Collaborative Futures in
the context of the ongoing work being
undertaken in Glasgow's neighbourhoods.

The four students - Edoardo Piroddi,
Pauline Barbier, Neal Cameron and
Stanisław MacLeod are in their fifth year
of the Product Design programme at GSA.
Having returned from studying abroad,
each student brought a range of design
skills and experiences to the project.

2. GSA PROJECT GROUP

3. WIDER GSA COMMUNITY

This is the team of staff, students,
graduates and researchers within GSA's
Innovation School who are working on this
project.

Our own network of people that helped
us validate and ideate what Glasgow
might look like in 2030, best practices
in participatory design and citizen
engagement, which included Zoe Prosser,
Dr Cara Broadley, Prof. Brian Evans,
Kaitlyn DeBiasse and Dr Michael Johnson.

1a. PARTNER LEAD
Stevie McGowan and John Campbell
are our primary contacts during the
project - an invaluable channel for sharing
expertise, feedback and practices. As
well as this, they were our gateway to
their network of solvers, which are part
of creating a wider ecosystem of social
innovation across the city.

2a. ACADEMIC & RESEARCH LEADS
Kirsy Ross, Lecturer in Product Design,
is the Academic Lead on the project
and works in parallel to Stevie from CCI
in leading the project. The Leads are
supported by Dr Marianne McAra, who is
the embedded researcher on the project.
2b. GRADUATE DESIGNERS
Mafalda Moreaud and Zsofia Illes are
recent graduates of the MDes programme
at GSA, specialising in Citizenship and
Environmental Design, providing expertise
and critical perspectives based on their
work and research.
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4. EXPERT COMMUNITY
Over the course of the project, we met
with a range of experts such as community
gatekeepers and council workers, to get
an understanding of how our project can
affect and address the needs of different
communities around Glasgow.
5. DESIGN COMMUNITY
A network of design practitioners and
professionals from around Glasgow as well
as further afield, including Santini Basra
and Freyja Harris from studio AndThen
and Lateral North, whose workshops
and seminars played a critical role in
developing the project's directions.
6a. GLASGOW COMMUNITY
The citizens and decision-makers: these
are the people who are ultimately the
focus of the work being done throughout
the project. Whether directly or indirectly,
now or in the future, we must consider
how our work plays into their everyday
lives.
6b. PROJECT PARTICIPANTS
A group of organisations and individuals
who we have interacted with directly as
part of the project, who have informed
and inspired our work.
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DIGITAL VERSION

Project Overview:
Project Phases

COMPASSIONATE
COMMUNITY WORK
As one of the gateways
towards a trusting
relationship, we must
continue our slow and
sustained neighbourhood-level engagement. The emphasis
on understanding local
people’s needs, lived
experiences and situations goes hand in hand
with a compassionate
approach.

Collaborative Futures comprises of three
distinct stages, each with its own set of
objectives and outcomes.
1. Exploration
By working collaboratively as a team, we
collect and refine relevant information in
order to form a series of initial insights.
Sharing these with each other and with
the project partner allows us to build a
collective intelligence and a shared language
which will serve as the theoretical basis for
the project.
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2. Development
By co-creating tangible artefacts and
prototypes, we begin to explore future
concepts that are directly applicable to
the work of the CCI’s and their existing
approaches. In this phase, we develop the
how and why to explain how the future
deployment of these outcomes could create
value.
3. Consolidation
The third and final phase is about
articulating a set of preferable future
values, needs and desires that characterise
our future world and stories. As well as
communicating these with the CCI team
effectively, we consolidate our insights and
shape our outcomes with a series of citizen
and expert engagement sessions.
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"We need really positive, powerful
stories to tell"
Expert, Collaborative Futures Engagement Session
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Project Overview:
Breakdown

Collaborative Futures draws on a
variety of approaches to creativity
explore a range of interconnected
concepts
1. Glasgow
At the epicentre of the project sits Glasgow:
we ask who the citizens that inhabit the city
are and how their lives play out. By doing
this, we are able to more meaningfully
understand how design, data and innovation
influence can involve and empower
them. How might we design and enable
experiences and systems that are sensitive
and specific to Glasgow?
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2. 2030
Design isn’t always about solving our
problems now, but instead trying to
understand where and how they feed into
the near future. By acknowledging this and
situating ourselves 2030, we are adopting a
future-focused process to critically reflect
on the needs of the present-day.

1
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3. Citizen-Based Lens

7
11

4. Place-Based Lens

5

Whilst the former is associated with
communities and the people who live and
work within them, the latter relates to the
places and spaces citizens inhabit, physically
and online.

2
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The project is divided into two
complimentary 'lenses'. This allows us
the opportunity to study causal links and
commonalities between people and place,
helping us form a broader understanding of
our subject area.
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5. Participation
We would like to develop our understanding
of the things that motivate people to be
engaged in their local communities as
well as those further afield. What groups
need to be able to communicate together
effectively to facilitate this participation?

6. Democracy
By casting a critical eye on new and
existing democratic structures, we rethink democracy as a 'more-than-political'
process to try to understand how policy and
decision-making structures can be made
more inclusive.
7. City Strategy
By developing shared strategies that are
coherent with Glasgow's current plans and
the CCI's ongoing work, a rigorous design
research phase ensures the project remains
grounded to the long and short-term goals
set out by the city.
8. Stories
Core to Collaborative Futures are the voices
of citizens. In making these stories heard
and their experiences tangible, we look at a
variety of engagement methods and tools
to facilitate the listening to and telling of
stories.
9. Social Innovation
What potential areas are there for
social innovation and organisational
transformation? How can this help us work
towards a more flexible, collaborative
approach that leverages the expertise in the
city and beyond?
10. Co-Creation
By creating 'with', as opposed to 'for'
Glasgow's citizens, we explore with CCI
opportunities for co-creation in the future,
and how this can inform their ongoing
engagement strategies.
11. Ecosystems
By studying the complex and
interconnected relationships between
people and place, we ask how holistic
models that consider products, services and
people's daily lives as ecosystems might be
re-imagined as ecosystems of trust.
7

Collaborative Futures:
Project Blueprint
YOU ARE HERE

5. WEBSITE

9. PRESENTATIONS

12. ENGAGEMENT MATERIALS

This page is a key to all of the resources
and materials created as a result of
Collaborative Futures 2020-21, as well
as where they can be found. The diagram
shows how they are connected to each
other and the descriptions suggest how
they might be used.

The project website on GSA’s platform is
the public-facing component of the project outcomes. Here, we showcase the
future stories of 2030 and the takeaways
we’d like to share with a wider audience.

On the last official day of the project, we
presented the project. This is both an executive summary of the project, as well as
a more targeted for the CCI team, which
can be found on the archive page.

Throughout the course of the project, we
ran a series of workshops across different days that informed our engagement
framework. Details of these days and the
framework can be found in our archive.

6. OPPORTUNITIES BOOK

10. PROJECT PROCESS POSTER

13. ROADMAP

The sum of our core outputs and recommendations to the CCI, which we hope will
enable further exploration into the future
landscape of Glasgow's social innovation.
Four key opportunities are explained in
this book as a series of posters.

A detailed journey of the project and the
team's collaborative methodology, providing an analysis of the outcomes and reflections of how the project could be taken
forward.

This poster is a timeline of points that
connect the topics handled by the project
to the CCI's work. Use it to see a distilled
version of our proposals in one place or
use the blank version to create another
pathway towards 2030.

7. ARCHIVE

A series of cards that are a summary of our
desk research. These have been used to
facilitate co-ideation and their format as
well as content can be adapted for future
use.

1. WORLD
The backdrop of Glasgow in 2030, as well
as a reflection of different narratives that
make up our city today. Use this as a lens
to think about other aspects of the project
or help illustrate the project for someone
else.
2. PEOPLE
Just like people make Glasgow, the citizens that inhabit our world make it real.
This set of characters serve to give colour
to our emerging future world and the roles
that are relevant to our understanding of
how the city is changing.
3. ARTEFACTS
A collection of speculative artefacts situated within Glasgow 2030, seeking to
highlight and address existing barriers to
participatory democracy.

The backstage of the project and documented journey of the 14 weeks. Look
for references across other materials that
bring you to this space. You can use the
archive to look up related content in more
detail or dive into the creative processes
behind each part of the project.

11. RESEARCH CARDS

8. VISUAL ASSETS
A database of native files containing
the project illustrations, pictures
and editable document files.

4. STORIES & EXPERIENCES
A set of proposed stories brings together
the people, places, objects and systems.
They shed a light on what kind of experiences are desirable for different people
and the human factors we need to keep in
mind when planning for the future.
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Design Opportunities:
Summary

Collaborative Futures is as much
about embracing the CCI's current
work as discovering new avenues to
explore in the coming years.

"Our priorities have changed. Our
families, friends and community are
the core values"

Our ultimate objective for our work so far is
to acknowledge the legacy of what we have
worked on as part of Collaborative Futures.

Expert, Collaborative Futures Engagement Session

As part of this, we have compiled the key
issues we have chosen to take forward as
four design opportunities. These combine
what we have learnt all the way from our
research phase to the most prominent and
emerging themes that we have identified
as meaningful avenues for exploration
between now and 2030.
Additionally, following a number of
engagement sessions during the project, we
propose a five-phase model for engagement
based on trust and the importance of
co-creative processes. Our aim is to
address some of the common barriers
to participation identified during the
project, including engagement fatigue and
disillusionment with figures of authority.

1
2
*

3

LIFE EVENTS
If a life-centred
approach is about
people's everyday
experiences, then life
events are the individual, often highly
emotional moments
like finding a job or
having a baby, which
shape individual and
collective futures.
Understanding these
is crucial to our systematic understanding of how to support
citizens through
these events.

4

These opportunities represent the passing
of the torch from our project group to the
Centre for Civic Innovation and their wider
community of problem solvers, as well as
bridging the topics we have explored with
the ongoing work being undertaken by the
CCI. This is demonstrated primarily through
our future stories which serve to create a
contemplative atmosphere that can be used
to consider each opportunity speculatively,
evidenced by different aspects of our
project work.

1. Trust Through Vulnerability
A direct link to our research question on
trust. How can our organisations become
more transparent, and permeable to
change?
2. Spontaneous Encounters
What happens organically during verbal,
visual or physical street-level encounters
between people and their surroundings
are what make Glasgow unique. What can
we learn from studying these encounters
and in what ways could these feed into the
Council's engagement work?
3. Informal Centres for Culture
The variety of spaces where life events*
take place are as diverse as the needs of
the citizens that inhabit them. How can we
better listen to and facilitate meaningful
community interactions better?
4. Direct and Indirect Networks
Alternative ways of looking at networks
of people within our communities.
These relationships, whether tangible or
emotional, create their own set of needs
and circumstances. How can we make sure
the services we provide take these into
consideration?
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Design Opportunities:
Engagement
As part of Sustaining an Ecosystem of
Trust, we are proposing an Engagement
Framework that fosters trust and care
across all phases of public participation.
Based on feedback from CCI and the
participants of our citizen & expert
engagement workshops, it aims to enhance
access and diversity in civic and place-based
engagements. The Framework has been
co-designed with Central West Integration
Network (CWIN), an organisation that
works with multicultural communities
in Glasgow. CWIN’s and CCI’s valuable
feedback, from both innovative design
and diverse community perspectives, has
informed the development of the proposed
Framework-design.
This framework is part of our Public
Engagement Map for 2030, which is
comprised of the following:
i. Spontaneous Encounters

11

Co-Design of engagements with Local
gatekeeper Organisation, participant
recruitment, programming of engagements
and defining shared goals.

iii

Phase 2. Warm-Up Engagement
Getting to know the community through art
and making workshops to establish trust.
Getting them familiar with concepts and
engagement methods used later in Phase 3.

1

Phase 3. Engagement Workshop
A series of tailored, blended* or physical
small-group workshops with all necessary
tools and data provided.
Phase 4. Collaborative Analyses & Ideation
Collaborative reflection, analyses of the
captured information and co-evaluation
of how well the process is representing
participant needs and visions.
Phase 5. Public Dissemination

iii. Co-Creation with Community
Organisations

E.g. an exhibition or publication, to allow
reflection with the wider community and
to offer palpable interaction with abstract
issues to activate minority stakeholders.

By having a tailored
approach that considers the accessibility of sessions for
the participants we
involve at different
phases of the engagement, we help
reduce the number
of obstacles that can
get in someone's way.

ii

i

REMOTE
ENGAGEMENT
We found that having
physical tools to
work with as part of
participant engagement sessions was
an important aspect
to stimulate creativity and a useful
tool to help manifest
thoughts.

Phase 1. Pre-Engagement

ii. Living Room Activism

PARTICIPATION
THRESHOLD

*

Phase 6. Framework Hand-over

6

2

5

4

Giving agency and community control of the
design process, practice and outputs.

"It's important to be really clear about
the intention of the project and who
you're working with, and to assure that
it's a safe space to talk about things"

3

Expert, Central West Integration Network
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Collaborative Futures:
Design Opportunity #1:
Trust Through Vulnerability
We firmly believe that transparency
safeguards trust. By being permeable as an
organisation, we acknowledge that we all
have our limits.
Building systems that are equally able to communicate
their successes as well as their shortcomings is central to
an engaged and ethical approach to how we continue to
work with individuals and groups of people across Glasgow.
Of course, this comes with embracing risk and ambiguity,
although this can be an effective way of breaking down
barriers. Maintaining this open environment and being
visible serves as a way to stimulate citizen interest in the
council’s work. By embracing this standpoint, we recognise
that stakeholders, such as a council workers, academics
and decision-makers are citizens of Glasgow themselves mothers, friends and neighbours of Glasgow; and should be
treated as such.

How can decision-making
processes ensure that
communities’ diverse needs are
addressed in flexible ways?

Marie was part of a grassroots
organisation for more than fifteen
years. She knows how change
and progress can be fragile and
slow. This is why she tries to keep
connected and informed about
the communities she represents
and works closely with local
organisations and citizens who
she believes are actually the
real experts. To do so, one of
her most valuable tools is The
Neighbourhood Manifesto. It is a
community-generated handbook
co-created with citizens, which
underpins what a thriving
community means to local
residents.

1

2

This compendium of community
values, ambitions for change,
and etiquette for constructive
action attempt to amplify the
identity of the local community.
It highlights diverse needs and
potential methods to address
them in flexible and equitable
ways. Marie uses it all the time to
reflect on and evaluate her work
and future local projects.

RESEARCH CARDS

Marie
Elected Representative
Former Grassroots Leader
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During the first few weeks of Collaborative Futures, a
series of cards were created to summarise our research.
The cards below have been selected because of their
strong affinity to this design opportunity.

The Collective Neighbourhood is continually adapting
to an evolving diversity of needs and their manifesto’s
are living documents. An open-source generative
document can be accessed and added to online. It
can also be found in various public spaces. Political
representation slowly becomes reciprocal as actions,
inputs and feedback emerge from representatives,
grassroots, local businesses and citizens. This openaccess document fosters dialogues and allows people
to engage on their own at different times, places
and ways. This addresses traditional barriers to
participation.

Collaborative Futures:
Design Opportunity #2:
Spontaneous Encounters

How can spontaneous encounters
between citizens influence
community interest in co-creative
place-based change?

By recognising the value of informal
interactions & engagements, we begin to
design for serendipity, facilitated by the
often unexpected nature of neighbourhoodlevel encounters.

1

With the increasing presence and importance of data and
digital services, as well as the complex movement and
diverse lifestyles of people in and around Glasgow, we
recognise that it is increasingly difficult to maintain flexible
and agile responses to changing socio-cultural conditions.
To do this, we must continue to develop cross-functional
systems and develop roles that respond to these changing
environments at both local and district levels. In contrast to
the bureaucracies that are part of the day-to-day operations
of any large organisation, we ask how spontaneous encounters
might create mechanisms for change-enabling scenarios.
Allowing this aspect of serendipity to shine and embracing
the unknown through spontaneous encounters - such as
reaching out to people beyond our existing networks - takes
pressure off formal decision-making structures. As well as
being a recognition of the autonomy that local communities
are capable of, this way of thinking can also contribute to the
orchestration of new value-building routines which, with the
right amount of support, are encouraged to grow from the
bottom-up.

At the Neighbourhood Collective,
Anna is in charge of leading
engagement sessions. She truly
believes in the power of human
connections and is passionate
about engaging with people,
listening and making with them.
With her truck, she goes from
community to community to
offer informal events and connect
people together.

Through spontaneous pop-up events,
The Engagement Vehicle allows The
Neighbourhood Collective to engage in
conversations with communities about
their priorities, potential projects, and
needs. Considered as one of many informal
centres for culture, transient public spaces
such as parks and public squares facilitate
spontaneous encounters and conversations
in a non-intimidating manner for citizens.
They are fertile places for connecting people
together and enhancing feelings of community
collectivity.

Engagement Vehicle
Facilitates Pop-up Events

2

RESEARCH CARDS
During the first few weeks of Collaborative Futures, a
series of cards were created to summarise our research.
The cards below have been selected because of their
strong affinity to this design opportunity.

Agility and responsiveness are essential in tailoring
public engagements to community needs. With
spontaneous encounters, citizens can better access
initiatives. The Neighbourhood Collective can
then offer a better feedback loop between local
representatives and communities by setting up the
van regularly in diverse locations and becoming more
and more familiar. Transient public spaces attract
diverse communities, so consequently, the diversity of
participatory needs and aspirations can gradually be
better understood to inform the realisation of future
events and projects while also connecting people
together.
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Collaborative Futures:
Design Opportunity #3:
Informal Centres for Culture
In times like an enduring global pandemic,
where citizens and institutions are
functioning differently, there is a growing
array of spaces within Glasgow where
meaningful relationships are created and
decisions are made.

The Neighbourhood Issue broadcasts the landscape
of the community voices and stories. At a time where
information flows and is not really filtered, this paper
offers local reliable news and features the interests of
communities around local change and opportunities. It
is available at different access points by citizens: at bus
stops, in buses, at hairdressers, bakeries, local shops,
or even in GP practices. Within the Neighbourhood
issue, citizens are also provided with a Living Room
Activist Kit to participate in ongoing discussions.

From emerging social enterprises to park benches and
bedroom windows, a variety of places are, or have already
become hubs for cultural activity to flourish. Whether it’s the
mundane and everyday encounters or significant undertakings
that could shape the future of Glasgow, the city should ensure
these spaces remain safe and accessible as part of supporting
the autonomy of diverse communities.
This means creating an environment for the seeds of change
within communities to have a ripple effect across wider
contexts and become embedded into the CCI’s practices
and culture. Reinforcing the positive feedback loops that are
already in place as part of the City’s community engagement
is one of the main drivers for this opportunity to strengthen
both new and existing relationships.

How can citizens share and nourish
their knowledge and tools to
improve their lifestyles and impact
local decision-making?

1

Iona
Community Learning Centre Officer
Cross Community Pollinator

2

Iona’s mission is to connect with 'community
experts', like Joe, the local gardener, to see if
their knowledge embedded in the community
could be shared in sessions at the Learning
Center. The principle of these sessions is that
everybody has something to share and learn
from others. Today she is proposing to the
people who joined the session to share their
knowledge and stories in the Neighbourhood
Issue.

RESEARCH CARDS
During the first few weeks of Collaborative Futures, a
series of cards were created to summarise our research.
The cards below have been selected because of their
strong affinity to this design opportunity.

Feedback systems and common understanding are
essential in sustaining ecosystems of trust between
various stakeholders and communities. Fair access
to information ensures citizens can be aware of
the changes that concern them. Each touchpoint
of the Neighbourhood Collective service supports
each other to ensure appropriate feedback
systems, transparency, understanding and inclusion.
Ultimately the artefacts act as bridges and seek to
support existing public initiatives. The most recent
Neighbourhood paper features people and their
stories and their local knowledge and gives feedback
on the previous Community Lights Collections from
Living Room Activism sessions.

3

Collaborative Futures:
Design Opportunity #4:
Direct & Indirect Networks

How can a feeling of togetherness
be nourished through collective
democratic rituals and be inclusive
of all?

The convergence of tangible and intangible
support systems, or responses to both the
practical and emotional needs of citizens
through public services. It represents a
growing understanding of life-centred
approaches that are fundamental to
successful social innovation.
This opportunity proposes the chance to explore the
difference between what it means to be actively supported in
concrete ways, (such as the provision of transport, healthcare
or resources) compared with the factors that contribute to
the feeling of being supported. We believe these are equally
important in many ways.
By embracing the use of soft skills to build upon existing public
services, we are enhancing our collective understanding of
how understanding the diverse needs of people can enhance
peoples' experience of living in Glasgow. As well as this, it can
help design practitioners to recognise the diversity of citizens’
own perspectives and needs in the context of their daily lives
so that they can be better supported to respond accordingly.
Institutionalising an ethic for these direct and indirect support
networks to co-exist can serve to identify pathways for future
participatory work and citizen engagement. Defining the
space in between the two will also help developing how these
two channels of support rely and depend on each other.

1

At the end of the day, Alan usually sits
down to have tea with the shopkeeper
next door who owns a Kurdish restaurant.
Alan is not too interested in politics
although the two of them love to rant
about it. Today they are commenting on
the Living Room Activism invitation that
Kyle is putting up across the street. This
one is about evaluating project ideas
to transform vacant land and access to
Woodlands around Govan.

2

Alan
Citizen Seeking Employment
Former Shop Owner

The Neighbourhood Collective put together
a kit for guerilla living room activism available
in the Neighbourhood Issue, the community
paper. Citizens use their windows as portals to
broadcast their voices. Addressing traditional
barriers to participatory democracy, The Living
Room Activist is a low-fidelity light projector that
offers citizens the opportunity to be involved in
conversations concerning their community from
the comfort of their home. The ‘Community
Lights’ are collected and analysed by Kyle the
data collector of The Neighbourhood Collective.
Feedback is posted to citizens on the next steps
being taken to open up this conversation.

RESEARCH CARDS
During the first few weeks of Collaborative Futures, a
series of cards were created to summarise our research.
The cards below have been selected because of their
strong affinity to this design opportunity.

Participating in conversations
concerning communities can
be a daunting prospect. Often
language, feelings of exclusion,
physical access and varying
capacities for participation
can deter people from wanting
to take part. Understanding
the specific participatory
needs of local communities is
essential for public events to
be accessible to all.

3

Design Opportunities:
Key Directions
Now that we have covered some of the
opportunities we have discovered during
our journey, you may be asking yourself how
we might address them in real life...
These are the four main aspects that
summarise the potential design directions
the team sees as exciting and evolving
practices. Later, these come to shape the
roadmap presented at the end of the book.
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"Trying things out in completely new
territory feels quite paralysing. We
need to try stuff and test stuff, and it's
OK if it doesn’t work, because this is
all new"
Expert, Collaborative Futures Engagement Session

1. Ecosystem Approach

3. Permeability to Change

Understanding community
interdependence as a collective ecosystem
proposes many opportunities for building
community wealth and place-based
belonging. Recognising every citizen,
organisation and institution as equally
important cultivators of the community
destabilises the notion that decisionmaking is a top-down process. By building
infrastructures* that facilitate co-creative
change, citizens are supported in acting
with agency and autonomy in shaping
communities for themselves.

Knowledge and expertise come from
multiple points of views and challenges
cannot be solved only in standard ways
and in isolation. A key objective for CCI is
to embrace multidisciplinary collaboration
and to design with non-designers. Being
permeable involves embracing risks, but
this should be seen as a way to move
forward and establish lasting relationships
within communities. By having a flexible
organisational approach, roles within the
Council and CCI can be seen as becoming
more fluid and versatile.

2. Creative Experimentation

4. Telling Stories

To begin to tackle Glasgow's complex
social problems, we need to explore new
approaches and challenge conventional
ways of doing things. For this to happen
we need voices to be heard, but most
importantly to co-design for and
understand the issues at hand. For
things to be different, things need to be
designed in different ways. Equipping CCI
with generative tools such as civic board
games or dialogic artefacts can be a way
to provoke conversations and stimulate
informal engagements, whilst allowing
underlying motivations and dreams to shine,
as opposed to fixation on the practicalities
of the day-to-day.

Every time we get to know about
someone else’s experiences, we unlock
new opportunities by allowing ourselves
to embrace a shift in our perspective. In
the same way, the shifted perspective
that is facilitated by telling our own
stories actively creates an environment
of empathy and creates entry-points for
participation in one another's worlds. One
of the CCI’s primary objectives is to this;
we suggest that this should remain an
integral part of their work. By developing
a shared language and investigating new
channels for communication with citizens
our organisations can fully embrace this
approach.

1

3

2

*

4

INFRASTRUCTURES
Discovering synergies between
groups of people
using asset-based
approaches can
also be described
as infrastructuring.
Instead of designing
solutions for the people in question, it's
about building new
networks of collective knowledge and
skills with them. This
includes the use of
situated knowledges
in order to facilitate
processes like co-creation to happen
organically.
18

Towards 2030:
Foundations
In order to look towards 2030, the
team had first to explore practices,
principles and initiatives already
emerging in 2020.
To address the plurality of pathways leading
to 2030, we have laid out five scenarios
which will act as the foundations that
categorise our future stories. These build
on research and link back to Glasgow City
Council and The Centre For Civic Innovation
main objectives and themes. They also
characterise their own opportunities and
directions that each contribute to the
enabling, co-creating and sustaining an
ecosystem of trust.

1. A Democratic City
Diverse voices are represented openly in
both diverse and standard ways. Citizens
have autonomy within a standard system.
These diverse ways of representing enable
a sense of community through common
democratic rituals.

1

2

2. An Equitable City
Diverse social needs are met through
adapting a standardised system to suit local
needs: Outside a minimum level of support,
certain groups receive extra support to
ensure equity, although communities are
able to adapt to this system.

3

3. An Inquisitive City
Education becomes locally focused leaving
room for alternative and non-academic
learning. This supports sharing and
nourishing the knowledge that is already in
communities.

4

4. A Communal City
Everyone has equal access to public
commons and they are used for a wide
variety of purposes. They are shared,
protected and do not become privatised.
5. A Connected City
Communities are well connected within
themselves but less so with others. People
live in a collection of micro neighbourhoods
where local cultures and identities are
protected, but do not become siloed.
19

5
"The lockdown challenge has taught
us that things don’t fit in pockets.
Nobody knows where these new
challenges fit so we need to find
different ways of doing things"
Expert, Collaborative Futures Engagement Session
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Towards 2030:
Who's Who?

Five characters inhabit our vision
of what Glasgow could look like in
2030. Their names are Iona, Anna,
Marie, Kyle and Alan.
These people serve to illustrate our
emerging future world, as well as embody
our exploration of emerging roles and
responsibilities that are becoming relevant
in our understanding of how the city is
changing.

2

For the value of an ecosystem of trust to be
felt, the roles and responsibilities of citizens,
grassroots organisations, and public
institutions will go through a sum of micro
adjustments between now and 2030, some
more subtle than others.

1

These adjustments are rooted in current
practices, roles, and initiatives. Roles
and voices that typically stood in the
background become absolutely central to
the idea of trust.
Through these characters, along with their
different perspectives and stories, the team
proposes to explore what those roles and
experiences might be and how their impact
and values can be shaped to benefit people,
communities and institutions.

3
4

1. Iona
Community Learning Centre Officer
Iona seeks to support citizens in sharing
and nourishing their existing knowledge and
tools to improve their lifestyles and impact
local decision-making.
2. Anna
Engagement Session Leader
Anna supports spontaneous encounters
between citizens and contributes to driving
community interest in co-creative placebased change. Her work is embedded in the
community and brings participatory design
to the streets of Glasgow.
3. Marie
Elected Representative
Marie's role helps provide a platform for
grassroots initiatives and organisations,
in turn supporting local government in
understand what ‘thriving’ means to local
communities and the best ways in which
their diverse needs can be addressed with
flexibility.
4. Kyle
Data Collector
A key inlet for Glasgow's voices to be heard.
Kyle stands for hard to reach communities
that lack digital capacities or access, underrepresented voices and those who do not
have the time for scheduled participation or
do not want to be exposed in public space.
5. Alan
Citizen, seeking employment

5
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Alan highlights the importance of the
community spirit: a feeling of togetherness
be nourished through collective democratic
rituals that are inclusive of all citizens.
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Towards 2030:
Artefacts
In order to grasp the tangible ways in
which we are able to envision 2030 a set of
artefacts* have been developed as a result
of the opportunities uncovered.
The collection of semi-speculative
artefacts, situated within Glasgow 2030,
seek to highlight and address existing
barriers to participatory democracy. Each
artefact responds to a specific question to
propose how a hypothetical organisation
might enable, co-create and sustain
ecosystems of trust with citizens.
Complex problems cannot be solved by
standard solutions. Rather, the artefacts
are intended to provoke solutiondriven discussion around key issues
of participatory democracy and the
relationship of public and private space.

*

ARTEFACTS
In this context, artefacts are used by
the team to translate
their insights into
physical objects,
services and scenarios, which are used
to stimulate conversations and provoke
new design directions.
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Neighbourhood Collective
Neighbourhood Collective is a grassroots
initiative that provides citizens with a
range of tools and strategies to elevate the
community voice and influence citizenled change. Following the pandemic,
Neighbourhood Collective seeks to
strengthen networks of care within local
communities across the city of Glasgow.

EMBRACING RISK
The CCI maintains
an ambitious and
agile methods approach, such as sprint
outputs and prototyping. This can and
should be pushed
the extra mile to be
made tangible for
the potential communities involved in
this work to see. The
open-endedness of
these ideas will provide fertile grounds
for co-creation.

1

1. Public Engagement Toolkit
A mobile engagement toolkit for popup events in public spaces. To address
traditional barriers to accessibility, the
versatile engagement toolkit provides entry
points for citizens to engage in community
change in ways that suits them, as well as
diversifying mechanisms for participation.
2. Living Room Activist
Addressing traditional barriers to
participatory democracy, Living Room
Activist is a low-fidelity light projector
that offers citizens the opportunity to
participate in conversations concerning
their community from the security
of their home. Through orchestrated
neighbourhood events, citizens use their
windows as a portal to broadcast their
voices in response to discussions happening
within the public domain.

2

3

3. Data Collection Device
A digital device used to collect data from
citizens engaged in living room activism. It
addresses the need to be more accountable
in ensuring transparency of place-based
decision making, and suggests how we
might use data ethically whilst pushing the
boundaries towards how it can be used to
create positive change.
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A Roadmap Towards:
Co-Creating an
Ecosystem of Trust

3

4

ENGAGEMENT
FRAMEWORK
Deploying a framework
to establish trust, such
as the one outlined in
the Design Opportunities Book can help send
a consistent message of
the values CCI holds as
part of their mission to
with people.

6

On this roadmap, you
will find some of the
most important topics
that we have identified
in creating an ecosystem
of trust. You can read
the diagram from top,
where we have highlighted some of the work the
CCI is already undertaking.

CHILD POVERTY

POLLOK
A hotbead for innovation: The CCI's work in
Greater Pollok is a great
opportunity to try out
localised projects, making for a lively environment for participation
and community buy-in
to evolve and continue
to grow. These learnings
can then be applied
across wider contexts.

ABOUT THIS PAGE

DATA-DRVEN
APPROACH
The Business Intelligence team (SIT) was
established to improve
Glasgow’s use of data
and deliver a business
intelligence capability
that allows the council,
citizens and third parties to make informed
decisions.

1

4

The ongoing work being
undertaken by the CCI
to tackle fundamental
City challenges is essential in establishing a
foundation for continued community trust.
Trust is central to creating greater capacity
to support sustainable
economic recovery and
social renewal.

COMMONS
Public spaces are a
keystone of the relationships we form with
our city. Continuing to
develop the future function and development of
vacant and derelict land
is key to the practical
and emotional wellbeing
of Glasgow's citizens.

2

1

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

By continuing to use
data ethically whilst
pushing the boundaries
towards how it can be
used to create positive
change. Transparency of
data processing to citizens creates an understanding of what data
means, is and how it can
be used.

The double-edged benefit of matching tangible
services with design
thinking and communication through the use of
storytelling is exemplified by the Child Poverty
Report. Applying this
versatile approach to
other areas ensures a
compelling response to
complex issues.

3

5

POST-COVID
MINDSET
If an ongoing pandemic
has taught us anything,
it's about the opportunities can arise from
difficulty. Continuing
these conversations will
allow us to confront the
possibility of radically
different approaches
to existing strategies,
services and democratic system and become
adaptable to change.

3
How might inclusive
democratic rituals contribute to togetherness?

DIVERSIFYING
DEMOCRACY
A series of planned
creative interventions
are rolled out across
Glasgow to aid in co-creating and identifying
processes and mechanisms for voices to be
heard, which suit the
behaviours and needs of
different citizens.

4

1

LIVING ROOM
ACTIVISM
The value of living room
activism is not the product itself but the conversation and cross community connections that
arise as a result. Providing new entry points to
democracy and awareness of ongoing opportunities within Glasgow’s
wards are a concrete way
of countering barriers to
accessibility.

1

2

DEDICATED TEAM
A specialist team works
strategically alongside
the CCI to work on
focused community
projects. Equipped with
tools to facilitate engagement and co-creation, they are embedded
into a community to help
address their specific
requirements.

2

4

DEVELOPING
ROLES
From the work undertaken by this team of
experts, new functions
within the portfolio of
services provided by the
GCC are used to create
new roles that re-define
support structures as
more holistic services.

3

DATA COLLECTOR
The emerging role of
data collectors feeds
into existing roles within
the CCI and GCC. Combining qualitative and
quantitative ways of collecting organising data,
in order not to alienate
it from Glasgow's citizens, will help maintain a
life-centred approach.

2

2

By involving our citizens,
we challenge our held
assumptions and ensure
services meet the needs
of people by designing
services with our citizens rather than for
them. The CCI is working
towards how this can be
embedded into every
stage of their projects.

5

The first dotted line
represents our current
moment in time. Use
this as a springboard to
imagine the pathways
that we collectively
imagine the CCI taking
in the years leading up
to 2030 and the set of
foundations which serve
as visions and goals for
the near future.

6

YOU ARE HERE

TRANSPARENCY

1

CO-CREATION

How might data contribute to sustaining equity?

RESEARCH CARDS
Tools for engagement,
such as the research
cards produced as this
part of the project,
could be developed
alongside community
gatekeepers and adapted for use in co-ideation
and co-creative settings.

5

4

EMBRACING RISK
The CCI maintains ambitious and agile methods
and approaches, such
as sprint outputs and
prototyping. This can
and should be pushed
the extra mile to be
made tangible for the
potential communities
involved in this work to
see. The open-endedness of these ideas will
provide fertile grounds
for co-creation.

4

1

6
DEVELOPING TOOLS

How might we further
support the autonomy of
communities?

Bespoke approaches
are key to maintaining
trust built with Glasgow's communities. By
adding to our existing
set of skills and tools the
CCI continues to grow
their ability to facilitate
co-creation.

INFRASTRUCTURING
Discovering synergies
between groups of people using asset-based
approaches. Instead of
designing solutions for
the people in question,
the CCI's work tends
towards building new
networks of collective
knowledge and skills
with them. This includes
the use of situated
knowledges in order to
facilitate processes like
co-creation to happen
organically.

4

4

Who might we need to
work with to co-create a
feeling of trust?

Design Opportunities:
PARTNERSHIPS
Continued work with
third sector and social
enterprise organisations,
as part of the Social Innovation District ensures
the porosity of local
governance to external
voices, ways of working
and engaging with communities ensures decision-making reflect the
diversity of needs from
around the City.

6

2

COMPASSIONATE
COMMUNITY WORK
As one of the gateways towards a trusting
relationship, we must
continue our slow and
sustained engagement.
The emphasis on understanding local people’s
needs, lived experiences
and situations goes hand
in hand with a compassionate approach.

1

Trust Through Vulnerability

2

Spontaneous Encounters

3

Informal Centres for Culture

4

Direct & Indirect Networks

Organisational Categories:
1

Policy

2

Environment

3

Development

4

Strategy

5

Design

6

Engagement

1
How might we connect
with people who are typically hard to reach?

P2P METHODS
PARTICIPATORY
TOOLKITS
Bringing conversations onto the streets
of Glasgow and using
public spaces for investigating local needs and
neighbourhood issues,
rather than in isolated
settings. This openness
safeguards our commons
and ensures participatory decision-making is
not alienating.

5

6

Hard to reach communities that lack digital
capacities or access,
whilst others might not
have the time or do not
want to be exposed in
public space. Understanding what means
of communication and
media people are accustomed to, such as faceto face conversations
should still be at the core
at the CCI's work, even in
a digital society.

6
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2030
A DEMOCRATIC CITY

AN EQUITABLE CITY

AN INQUISITIVE CITY

A COMMUNAL CITY

A CONNECTED CITY

Diverse voices are represented openly in both diverse and standard ways.
Citizens have autonomy
within a standard system. These diverse ways
of representing enable
a sense of community
through common democratic rituals.

Diverse social needs are
met through adapting a
standard system to suit
local needs: There is a
minimum level of support for all but certain
groups receive extra
support to make sure
that needs are addressed equitably and in
diverse ways. Communities are able to adapt the
standard system.

Education becomes
locally focused leaving
room for alternative and
non-academic learning.
This supports sharing and nourishing the
knowledge that is already in communities.

Everyone has equal access to public commons
and they are used for
a wide variety of purposes. They are shared,
protected and do not
become privatised.

Communities are well
connected within themselves but a bit less with
other communities.
People live in hyperlocal
ecosystems, in a collection of micro neighborhoods where local
cultures and identities
are protected and do
not become siloed.

A Roadmap Towards:

ABOUT THIS PAGE
This is a blank template
for roadmapping your
journey towards a set of
values or goals that you
envision for 2030. At
the top, establish what
you are already doing
that are the foundations
to help you kick off this
journey, and use the boxes in between in any way
you like, using the key at
the side to mark who or
what might be involved
along the way. Scribble
on me or print me out
and cut me into pieces
to rearrange your pathways into 2030.

YOU ARE HERE

Design Opportunities:
Trust Through Vulnerability
Spontaneous Encounters
Informal Centres for Culture
Direct & Indirect Networks

Organisational Categories:
1
2
3
4
5
6

2030

Towards 2030:
Final Words
Collaborative Futures has been a unique
experience for many of the participants
involved. We hope that the relationships
made and partnerships built over the
course of the project live on with us during
the coming years.
This project was made possible by:
GSA Staff
Kirsty Ross
Dr Marianne McAra
CCI Team
Stevie McGowan
John Campbell
Heather Hamilton
Chris Jamieson
MDes Graduates
Mafalda Moreaud
Zsofia Szonja Illes
MEDes Students
Edoardo Piroddi
Pauline Barbier
Neal Cameron
Stanisław MacLeod

We would also like to thank all of the
participants from our expert and citizen
engagement sessions and workshops,
as well as the following individuals
and organisations for their invaluable
contributions to our project:

Expert, Collaborative Futures Engagement Session

The Glasgow School of Art
Dr Cara Broadley
Dr Janet Kelly
Dr Mafalda Moreira
Dr Michael Johnson
Zoe Prosser
Kaitlyn DeBiasse
Prof. Brian Evans
Harriet Simms
Centre for Civic Innovation
Guy Wells
Euan McGlynn
Glasgow City Council
Marie McLelland
StudioAndThen
Santini Basra
Freyja Harris
Dr Cameran Ashraf
Central West Integration Network
Lateral North
Leah Lockhart
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"The Council has more impact
on people’s day to day lives than
anything else. Moving forward we
need to foster dialogue and build trust.
The CCI is already doing that"

Collaborative Futures 2020-2021 is the
seventh edition of an annual project
organised as part of the Product Design
programme at the Glasgow School of
Art. Looking forward into 2030, this
year's project explores storytelling, social
innovation and participatory democracy.
Inside this document is a collection of
insights and poster pages, which bring
together our highlights and key takeaways
of a 14 week collaborative project
between the Centre for Civic Innovation
and the GSA.

